(t) VOC Emissions from Automobile and Light-Duty Truck Manufacturing.
1. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emissions of VOC from automobile
and/or light-duty truck manufacturing facilities to exceed:
(i) 1.2 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating excluding water, as a monthly weighted average,
from each electrophoretic applied prime operation;
(ii) 15.1 pounds of VOC per gallon of applied coating solids, as a daily weighted average, from
each spray prime operation;
(iii) 15.1 pounds of VOC per gallon of applied coating solids, as a daily weighted average, from
each topcoat operation;
(iv) 4.8 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating delivered to the coating applicator from each final
repair operation. If any coating delivered to the coating applicator contains more than 4.8
pounds of VOC per gallon of coating, the limit shall be 13.8 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating
solids sprayed, as a daily weighted average.
(v) 3.5 pounds of VOC per gallon of sealer. excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies sealers in amounts less than 25,000 gallons during a 12 consecutive month period;
(vi) 1.0 pounds of VOC per gallon of sealer, excluding water, delivered to a coating applicator
that applies sealers in amounts greater than 25,000 gallons during a 12 consecutive month
period;
(vii) 3.5 pounds of VOC per gallon of adhesive, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies adhesives, except body glass adhesives;
(viii) 6.9 pounds of VOC per gallon of cleaner, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies cleaner to the edge of body glass prior to priming;
(ix) 5.5 pounds of VOC per gallon of primer, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies primer to the body glass or to the body to prepare the glass and body for bonding;
(x) 1.0 pounds of VOC per gallon of adhesive, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies adhesive to bond body glass to the body;
(xi) 4.4 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating delivered to any applicator that applies clear
coating to fascias. No coating may be used that exceeds this limit;
(xii) 4.4 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating delivered to any applicator that applies base coat
to fascias, on a daily weighted average basis;
(xiii) 3.5 pounds of VOC per gallon of material, excluding water, for all other materials not
subject to some other emission limitation stated in this paragraph.
2. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emissions of VOC from automobile
and/or light-duty truck manufacturing facilities to exceed:

(i) 0.7 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating solids applied, as a monthly weighted average, from
each electrodeposition primer (EDP) operation when the solids turnover ratio is greater than or
equal to 0.16. For purposes of this subsection an EDP operation includes application area,
spray/rinse stations, and curing oven.
(ii) Electrodeposition Primer Operation: the value calculated by the following formula, as a
monthly weighted average, from each electrodeposition primer (EDP) operation when the solids
turnover ratio is less than 0.160 and greater than or equal to 0.040:
(I) pounds of VOC per gallon of coating solids applied

=

(8.34lb / gal )(0.084)(3500.160 − RT )

where RT = Solids Turnover Ratio
(iii) 12.0 pounds of VOC per gallon of deposited solids, as a daily weighted average basis from
each of the following: primer-surfacer operation; topcoat operation; combined primer-surfacer
and topcoat operations. For purposes of this subsection each operation includes application
area, flash-off area, and oven.
(iv) 4.8 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating, less water and less exempt solvents, as a daily
weighted average, from each final repair operation.
(v) 3.5 pounds of VOC per gallon of sealer, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies sealers in amounts less than 25,000 gallons during a 12 consecutive-month period;
(vi) 1.0 pounds of VOC per gallon of sealer, excluding water, delivered to a coating applicator
that applies sealers in amounts greater than 25,000 gallons during a 12 consecutive-month
period;
(vii) 250 grams of VOC per liter of adhesive (2.08 lb/gallon), excluding water, delivered to an
applicator that applies adhesives, except body glass adhesives and weatherstrip adhesives;
(viii) 1.0 pounds of VOC per gallon of adhesive, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies adhesive to bond body glass to the body;
(ix) 6.9 pounds of VOC per gallon of cleaner, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies cleaner to the edge of body glass prior to priming;
(x) 5.5 pounds of VOC per gallon of primer, excluding water, delivered to an applicator that
applies glass bonding primer to the body glass or to the body to prepare the glass and body for
bonding;
(xi) 4.4 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating delivered to any applicator that applies clear
coating to fascias. No coating may be used that exceeds this limit;
(xii) 4.4 pounds of VOC per gallon of coating delivered to any applicator that applies base coat
to fascias, on a daily weighted average basis;

(xiii) 200 grams of VOC per liter of coating (1.669 lb/gal), excluding water, delivered to an
applicator that applies one of the following: gasket/gasket sealing material; bedliner;
(xiv) 3.5 pounds of VOC per gallon of material, excluding water, for all other materials not
subject to some other emission limitation stated in this paragraph. This includes but is not
limited to coatings such as cavity wax, deadener, underbody coating, interior coating,
weatherstrip adhesive, and/or lubricating wax/compound.
3. The emission limits stated in paragraphs 1. and 2. shall be achieved by the application of low
solvent technology or a system demonstrated to have equivalent control efficiency on the basis
of pounds of VOC per gallon of solids.
4. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emissions of VOC from the use of
wipe-off solvents to exceed 1.0 pounds per unit of production as a rolling, 12-month average.
Wipe-off solvents shall include those solvents used to clean dirt, grease, excess sealer and
adhesive, or other foreign matter from the car body in preparation for painting or other
production-related operation.
5. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emission of VOCs from flush or clean
paint application systems including paint lines, tanks and applicators, unless such solvents are
captured to the maximum degree feasible by being directed into containers that prevent
evaporation into the atmosphere.
6. No person shall store solvents or waste solvents in drums, pails, cans or other containers
unless such containers have air-tight covers which are in place at all times when materials are
not being transferred into or out of the container.
7. No person shall cause, let, permit, suffer or allow the emissions of VOC from the cleaning of
oil and grease stains on the body shop floor to exceed 0.1 pounds per unit of production.
8. For the purpose of this subsection; the following definitions apply:
(i) “Adhesive” means any chemical substance that is applied for the purpose of bonding two
surfaces together without regard to the substrates involved other than by mechanical means.
(ii) “Automobile” means all passenger cars or passenger car derivatives capable of seating a
maximum of 12 or fewer passengers.
(iii) “Bedliner” means a multi-component coating, used at an automobile or light-duty truck
assembly coating facility, applied to a cargo bed after the application of topcoat and outside of
the topcoat operation to provide additional durability and chip resistance.
(iv) “Cavity wax” means a coating, used at an automobile or light-duty truck assembly coating
facility, applied into the cavities of the vehicle primarily for the purpose of enhancing corrosion
protection.
(v) “Deadener” means a coating, used at an automobile or light-duty truck assembly coating
facility, applied to selected vehicle surfaces primarily for the purpose of reducing the sound of
road noise in the passenger compartment.

(vi) “Electrodeposition primer” means a process of applying a protective, corrosion-resistant
waterborne primer on exterior and interior surfaces that provides thorough coverage of recessed
areas. It is a dip coating method that uses an electrical field to apply or deposit the conductive
coating onto the part. The object being painted acts as an electrode that is oppositely charged
from the particles of paint in the dip tank. Also referred to as E-coat, Uni-Prime, and ELPO
Primer.
(vii) “Electrophoretic Applied Prime Operation” means the dip tank flash-off area and bake
oven(s) which are used to apply and dry or cure the initial coating on components of automobile
and light-duty truck bodies by submerging the body components in a coating bath with an
electrical potential difference between the components and the bath, and drying or curing such
coating on the components in bake oven(s);
(viii) “Final repair” means the operations performed and coating(s) applied to completelyassembled motor vehicles or to parts that are not yet on a completely assembled vehicle to
correct damage or imperfections in the coating. The curing of the coatings applied in these
operations is accomplished at a lower temperature than that used for curing primer-surfacer and
topcoat. This lower temperature cure avoids the need to send parts that are not yet on a
completely assembled vehicle through the same type of curing process used for primer-surfacer
and topcoat and is necessary to protect heat sensitive components on completely assembled
vehicles.
(ix) “Gasket/gasket sealing material” means a fluid, used at an automobile or light-duty truck
assembly coating facility, applied to coat a gasket or replace and perform the same function as
a gasket. Automobile and light-duty truck gasket/gasket sealing material includes room
temperature vulcanization (RTV) seal material.
(x) “Glass bonding primer” means a primer, used at an automobile or light-duty truck assembly
coating facility, applied to windshield or other glass, or to body openings, to prepare the glass or
body opening for the application of glass bonding adhesives or the installation of adhesive
bonded glass. Automobile and light-duty truck glass bonding primer includes glass
bonding/cleaning primers that perform both functions (cleaning and priming of the windshield or
other glass, or body openings) prior to the application of adhesive or the installation of adhesive
bonded glass.
(xi “In-line repair” means the operation performed and coating(s) applied to correct damage or
imperfections in the topcoat on parts that are not yet on a completely assembled vehicle. The
curing of the coatings applied in these operations is accomplished at essentially the same
temperature as that used for curing the previously applied topcoat. Also referred to as high
bake repair or high bake reprocess. In-line repair is considered part of the topcoat operation.
(xii) “Interior coating” means a coating, used at an automobile or light-duty truck assembly
coating facility outside of the primer-surfacer and topcoat operations, applied to the trunk interior
to provide chip protection.
(xiii) “Light-Duty Trucks” means any motor vehicles rated 8500 pounds gross weight or less
which are designed primarily for the purpose of transportation or are derivatives of such
vehicles;
(xiv) “Lubricating wax/compound” means a protective lubricating material, used at an
automobile or light-duty truck assembly coating facility, applied to vehicle hubs and hinges.

(xv) “Manufacturing Facility” means a facility which assembles twenty (20) or more automobiles
or light-duty trucks per day (either separately or in combination) ready for sale to vehicle
dealers. Customizers, body shops and other repainters are not part of this definition;
(xvi) “Primer-surfacer” means an intermediate protective coating applied over the
electrodeposition primer and under the topcoat. Primer-surfacer provides adhesion, protection,
and appearance properties to the total finish. Primer-surfacer may also be called guide coat or
surfacer. Primer-surfacer operations may include other coating(s) (e.g., anti-chip, lower-body
anti-chip, chip-resistant edge primer, spot primer, blackout, deadener, interior color, basecoat
replacement coating, etc.) that is (are) applied in the same spray booth(s).
(xvii) “Sealer” means a high viscosity material, used at an automobile or light-duty truck
assembly coating facility, generally, but not always, applied in the paint shop after the body has
received an electrodeposition primer coating and before the application of subsequent coatings
(e.g., primer-surfacer). The primary purpose of automobile and light-duty truck sealer is to fill
body joints completely so that there is no intrusion of water, gases or corrosive materials into
the passenger area of the body compartment. Such materials are also referred to as sealant,
sealant primer, or caulk.
(xviii) “Solids turnover ratio (RT)” means the ratio of total volume of coating solids that is added
to the EDP system in a calendar month divided by the total volume design capacity of the EDP
system.
(xix) “Spray Prime Operation” means the spray prime booth, flash-off area and bake oven(s)
which are used to apply and dry or cure a surface coating between the electrophoretic applied
prime and topcoat operations on the components of automobile and light-duty truck bodies;
(xx) “Topcoat” means the final coating system applied to provide the final color and/or a
protective finish. The topcoat may be a monocoat color or basecoat/clearcoat system. In-line
repair and two-tone are part of topcoat. Topcoat operations may include other coating(s) (e.g.,
blackout, interior color, etc.) that is (are) applied in the same spray booth(s).
(xxi) “Underbody coating” means a coating, used at an automobile or light-duty truck assembly
coating facility, applied to the undercarriage or firewall to prevent corrosion and/or provide chip
protection.
(xxii) “Weatherstrip adhesive” means an adhesive, used at an automobile or light-duty truck
assembly coating facility, applied to weatherstripping materials for the purpose of bonding the
weatherstrip material to the surface of the vehicle.
9. Applicability: Prior to January 1, 2015, the requirements of this subparagraph (t) shall apply
to facilities at which actual emissions of volatile organic compounds from the use of automobile
and light-duty truck assembly coatings equal or exceed 2.7 tons per 12-month rolling period and
are located in Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb, Coweta, DeKalb, Douglas, Fayette, Forsyth, Fulton,
Gwinnett, Henry, Paulding, and Rockdale Counties as follows:
(i) All applicable facilities shall comply with the provisions of subparagraphs 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8.

10. Applicability. Prior to January 1, 2015, the requirements of this subparagraph (t) shall
apply to facilities at which the potential emissions of volatile organic compounds from the use of
automobile and light-duty truck assembly coatings equal or exceed 100 tons per year and are
located outside the counties of Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb, Coweta, DeKalb, Douglas, Fayette,
Forsyth, Fulton, Gwinnett, Henry, Paulding, and Rockdale as follows:
(i) All applicable facilities shall comply with the provisions of subparagraphs 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8.
11. Applicability: On and after January 1, 2015, the requirements of this subparagraph (t) shall
apply to facilities at which actual emissions of volatile organic compounds from the use of
automobile and light-duty truck assembly coatings equal or exceed 2.7 tons per 12-month rolling
period and are located in Barrow, Bartow, Carroll, Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb, Coweta, DeKalb,
Douglas, Fayette, Forsyth, Fulton, Gwinnett, Hall, Henry, Newton, Paulding, Rockdale,
Spalding, and Walton Counties as follows:
(i) All applicable facilities shall comply with the provisions of subparagraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8.
(ii) Any physical or operational changes that are necessary to comply with the provisions
specified in subparagraph 2 are subject to the compliance schedule specified in subparagraph
14.
12. On and after January 1, 2015, the requirements of this subparagraph (t) shall apply to
facilities at which the potential emissions of volatile organic compounds from the use of
automobile and light-duty truck assembly coatings equal or exceed 100 tons per year and are
located outside the counties of Barrow, Bartow, Carroll, Cherokee, Clayton, Cobb, Coweta,
DeKalb, Douglas, Fayette, Forsyth, Fulton, Gwinnett, Hall, Henry, Newton, Paulding, Rockdale,
Spalding and Walton as follows:
(i) All applicable facilities shall comply with the provisions of subparagraphs 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and
8.
13. Applicability: The requirements of subparagraphs 11. and 12. will no longer be applicable by
the compliance deadlines if the counties specified in those subparagraphs are re-designated to
attainment for the 1997 National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone prior to January 1,
2015 and such counties continue to maintain that Standard thereafter. Instead, the provisions
of subparagraphs 9. and 10. will continue to apply on and after January 1, 2015. In the event
the 1997 National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone is violated in the specified counties,
the requirements of subparagraphs 11. and 12. will only be reinstated if the Director determines
that the measure is necessary to meet the requirements of the contingency plan.
14. Compliance Schedule:
(i) An application for a permit to construct and operate volatile organic compound emission
control systems and/or modifications of process and/or coatings used must be submitted to the
Division no later than July 1, 2014.
(ii) On-site of construction of emission control systems and/or modification of process or
coatings must be completed by November 1, 2014.

(iii) Full compliance with the applicable requirements specified in subparagraph 2 must be
completed before January 1, 2015.

